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Welcome to the 11th annual SCARP Symposium, [Re]
present: Sharing Stories & Spaces Through Planning. 
This event takes place on the traditional, ancestral, 
and unceded territory of the Musqueam people. 
[Re]present is about coming together to reflect on 
our history, re-examine how we engage in planning 
practice, and redefine the future of the profession. 

This Symposium will explore the role stories and 
narratives play in shaping our relationships with each 
other and the built environment — as well as how to 
make room for all voices, bodies, and perspectives in 
our communities. We are excited for the knowledge 
and perspectives that each of you will bring to this 
space and encourage you to be prepared to renegotiate 
what planning is and what it can be. 

welcome! schedule
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JOIN THE CONVERSATION ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

#SCARPSymp

SCARP_SymposiumSCARPSymposiumSCARP_Symposium

join the conversation on social media!

#SCARPSymp



Jay Pitter 

Jay Pitter, MES, is an author and place-maker whose practice mitigates growing 
divides in urban centres. She spearheads institutional city-building  projects, rooted 
in neighbourhood knowledge, focused on: cultural heritage interpretive planning, 
gender based mapping, inclusive public engagement, safe streets, and healing 
fraught sites. Creating more inclusive cities is not just a professional mission for Jay; 
it is personal. Her city-building values are informed by the long-term mentorship 
of her second-grade Irish Canadian teacher who modeled the power of reaching 
across social divides when she was a child growing up in social housing. As a result 
of these rich experiences and international portfolio, Jay shapes urgent city-building 
conversations through media platforms such as the Agenda and Canadian Architect, 
as a keynote speaker for organizations like the UN Women and Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT), and as lecturer and knowledge producer in urban 
planning faculties across North America. Recently, Jay consulted on Edmonton’s new 
heritage plan; hosted a professional development luncheon for women city-builders 
in Detroit; shared her place-making principles with Memphis River Parks Partnership; 
and led (RE)IMAGINING CHEAPSIDE, a Confederate monument place-making process 
in Lexington. 

Ginger Gosnell-Myers 

Ginger Gosnell-Myers, of Nisga’a and Kwakwak’awakw heritage, is passionate 
about advancing Indigenous rights and knowledge while breaking barriers 
between Indigenous peoples and all Canadians. Ginger was the City of Vancouver’s 
first Indigenous Relations Manager where she was central to advancing Vancouver 
as the world’s first official City of Reconciliation. Central to this work was the 
City recognizing it is on unceded Coast Salish homelands – the only government 
in Canada to embed this truth in its governance, policies and programming. 
Ginger was the City lead for identifying and implementing 28 of the 94 Truth 
and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Action. She also worked on the award-
winning Environics Urban Aboriginal Peoples Study as Project Manager and Public 
Engagement Director. The UAPS is Canada’s largest research study on Aboriginal 
people living in urban environments and leads research on urban Aboriginal 
people’s values, aspirations, experiences, and identity. Ginger is featured in the 
inspirational book: Notes from Canada’s Young Activists: A Generation Stands up 
for Change (2007). In 2012, as part of the CBC documentary series 8th Fire, Ginger was highlighted and profiled for her views 
on Aboriginal relations in Canada. Ginger is an Action Canada 2004 Fellow, former Co-Chair to the Assembly of First Nations 
National Youth Council, former President of Urban Native Youth Association, founding member of the Circle on Philanthropy 
and Aboriginal Peoples, and sits as a Board of Director for the Inspirit Foundation and a Board Member for Greenpeace Canada.

keynote speakers
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breakout sessions

11:15 - 12:30

Moving in the right direction: Equity & diversity in transit
Transit systems have traditionally been designed by and for a narrow subset of the population. In this interactive session, we will strive 
to understand how gaps in infrastructure and service, a lack of diversity in industry and decision-making, and safety concerns can be 
addressed through inclusive planning and engineering. 

with katherine miller & kristy mcconnel, mott macdonald. room 2306/2309

Who is public space for? Unsettling uncomfortable conceptions of who can participate in 
public space
Public spaces are ostensibly “for everyone,” but does everyone feel welcome in public spaces? Even in Vancouver, everyone experiences 
public spaces differently. This breakout session offers a thoughtful discussion on how racialized community members, low-income 
community members, and other residents and visitors perceived as “not from the community”  experience implicit and explicit 
challenges to their rights in public space. 

with jp catungal, ubc | doris chow, youth collaborative for chinatown | josh robertson, hogan’s alley society | 
jordan magtoto,  city of vancouver. performance theatre

Walking through universal accessibility
Join UBC Campus and Community Planning for a walking tour of campus that highlights universal accessibility. As planners, and those 
in planning-adjacent careers, we strive to make spaces accessible for all bodies. This walking tour is an opportunity to learn more about 
planning for accessibility and opening up our spaces. 

meet at the top of the lobby stairs

1:20 - 2:35

The past & future of planning (and re-planning) on the neighbourhood scale: Designing for 
social outcomes 
While large-scale redevelopments in urban centres offer tremendous opportunities that address current needs via infill that weaves 
into the existing urban fabric, there are complexities with such redevelopments. These complexities range from balancing competing 
visions to ensuring minimal disruption for existing residents. This panel will explore high profile redevelopments that look to reshape 
and renegotiate their respective neighbourhoods. 

with candace koo, cmhc | lauren english, bc housing. room 2311

All our Father’s Relations: A multicultural storytelling of Chinese-Musqueam connections
All Our Father’s Relations (祖根父脈) is a multicultural story-telling of the Grant siblings who journey from Vancouver to China in an 
attempt to rediscover their father’s roots and better understand his fractured relationship with their Musqueam mother. Raised primarily 
in the traditions of the Musqueam people, the Grant family and their story reveals the shared struggles of migrants and Indigenous 
peoples today and in the past. A discussion on the power of storytelling in planning for under-represented communities will follow. It 
will provide space for participants to learn, unlearn and relearn planning through storytelling and conversations with others.

 with sarah ling, film producer | elder larry grant, musqueam band | baldwin wong, city of vancouver. performance 
theatre
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(Mis)representation: Revealing the hidden in urban visuals
City representations are everywhere. From maps to models, we are bombarded with representational information. Perhaps this is 
why they escape critical reflection. Far from neutral entities, representations harbour social and cultural biases, governing how we 
understand and interpret our world. This, in turn, affects how we think about and plan the built environment. Foundational to urban 
planning, representations inform decision-making. But what, and whose, story do they tell?  This session will look critically at different 
urban representations: attempting to uncover their biases and describe their implications on urban planning thought. 

with erick villagomez, jennifer pierce, & scot hein, ubc | lisa moffatt & elsie achugbue, modus. room 2306/2309

4:00 - 5:15

Making space for music
Live music contributes to the creative vibrancy and cultural identity of the city. Yet, as Vancouver continues to face development 
pressures and affordability concerns, music venues are often displaced, altered or shut down. This panel will explore the past trends of 
Vancouver’s music venues; the expanding role planners play in making space for music; how the music community is keeping the tunes 
alive; and what the future of securing space for music may look like. 

with jarrett martineau, city of vancouver | paisley nahanee, dame vinyl | ana rose carrico, red gate arts society | 
david vertesi, vancouver mural festival, hey ocean! | michael gordon, ubc. room 2311

Getting lost: Exploring narratives of childhood spaces
Children are an ‘indicator species’ of how we perceive and engage with our cities. As designers, sharing stories about the spaces we 
valued as children can remind us of the importance of providing those spaces to future generations. Join us as we share about valued 
childhood spaces and how these stories can inform design going forward through stories and interactive drawing activities. 

with gurtej tung, city of new westminster | amelie lambert, mcfarland marceau architects. room 2306/2309

Planning with a creative lens: Exploring the relationship between film and planning
Grounded in the definition of planning as an act of storytelling, this breakout session will explore the relationship between film and 
planning. We will screen a series of short planning-related films. After the screening, we will explore with our panelists the role of film in 
not only documenting stories about our relationship to each other and place, but also as tool in the community planning process itself.

with lyana patrick & leonie sandercock, ubc | annick mf, writer & media maker. performance theatre.
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This event would not have been possible without the generous contributions from our sponsors. We thank M’akola 
Development Services, AECOM and the Real Estate Foundation of BC for sponsoring Indigenous Youth tickets. We 
would also like to thank Translink, a Bronze level sponsor.
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thank you to our generous sponsors!


